
Analysis - Feedback from Students regarding the Syllabus

Rating

[There is a proper 
sequence of topics in 
the syllabus/curriculum.]

[Size of the syllabus is 
appropriate in terms of 
the load on the student.]

[The objectives of the 
course are stated properly 
for each of the course.]

[Content of the course 
encourages extra 
learning/self-learning.]

[Assignments/practiva
l have enhanced your 
learning cap[abilities.]

Strongly Agree 233 186 221 245 284
Agree 387 395 373 334 324
Indifferent 17 30 33 28 21
Disagree 10 33 19 37 13
Strongly Disagree 6 9 7 9 11

Any other suggestions/comments.
Syllabus of geography in 4th semester is too long 
Teacher teaches without help book
Teacher teaches without help book
Teacher teaches without help book
The new maths syllabus not covers all syllabus of old books 
So plz dont cut the chapters of old math booksSyllabus if math don't covered
All syllabus of old math books
In the syllabus many chapter are excluded
There is a little space in the library, so there should be far more space. And some smart classrooms also provide
There is a little space in the library, so there should be far more space. And some smart classrooms also provide

Syallbus thoda kam hona chahiye
There is a little space in the library, so there should be far more space in the library and some smart classrooms also provide
In college should be many rooms. In college should be many courses like speaking english prepration of many compitive exams etc.
New pattern of GJU syllabus is not good
computer lab honi chahiye
The head-in-charge should go from time to time to see whether the teacher is taking the class on time.  And the biometric attendance of students should be started.  Thanks for organise allumini meat 
Superb...
Fan facility is not proper. 
Working of fans should be good in class rooms
Size of syllabus is too much heavy for students
College good
College good
According to students workload syllabus is much bigger 
Our syllabus is so good but in minimum syllabus is very difficult but most of the teacher do our syllabus in good way in which most of the syllabus are good and in syllabus many activities are different and in syllabus do the assignment and test  but in college University not provide computer lab in do the business
No
Syllabus kam kero
Classroom and canteen 
Classroom and canteen
Classroom  and canteen 
Satisfied 
No
Syllabus should be less and that what should enhance the qualities that will make them skill full
Load of syllabus should be reduced and extra learning should be increase
Tuff salabus
Tuff syllabus
Satisfied 
Syllabus burdan is very haivy
Slebus complete before the time
Slebus complete before the time.good slebus
Syllabus large
No
No
Have more rooms
Syllabus should be less in quantity and use of ITC should b more than manual teaching 



No
No

No ACTION TAKEN REPORT (REGRADING SYLLABI)
No
No 1 Regarding the revision of syllabus of various subjects, a letter has been dispatched to the registrar of the affiliating University to take the necessary action.
No 2 As far as the requirement of additional infrastrucure such as classroom and library, a new building has been approved by the state government and the 

local PWD department has initiated the process of construction of the same.Free WiFi 3 As sson as the new library building is constructed the college has planned to purchase sufficient amount of books as per the reuirement of the students.
Library books problem
Canteen problem
Washroom is not available in building

No
No
freewifi
Canteen
Canteen
The college area should be more . Building should be large . Smart classes should take place.
Parcing
No
Water 
Bench in common roomNo
Everything is right
There should be a new building And there should be Smart classes. 
There should be new building in college. 
Satisfied
Satisfied 
There should be large space in library for study.
There should be large space for sitting in library.
No
Load of syllabus should be reduced .
Drinking water
No
Drinking water
Drinking water
A big  extra library 
Good
Good anyway
Good 
We have enrolled in bsc hons. 
No option we need pc's with properly work in computer labs,but in recently pc's does not work properly in labs. so we should be available with good work properly i hope you will be solve our problem. we have to more work in pc but with bad work, we can't do that properly. 
improve the facility of library
Syllabus should me more in quality and make us skillful. 
Recess period 
In college not have drinking water 
Institute have to provide better infrastructure in every field i.e. sports or education
Good
Overall good

Their should be break in between the complete day1.Toilets must be cleaned, 2.their should be a proper route of bus from busstand to college
No
1.wifi conections
2.Good books in iibrary
3.Extra rooms for classesNo
Need Improvement in Study 
Classroom
Library facility is not correct
Important books are not available



Bus service is not available from hansi bus stand to college


